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Abstract—Motivated by the advancing computational capa-
bilities of wireless end user equipments (UEs), as well as the
increasing concerns about directly sharing private data, a new
machine learning paradigm, namely federated learning (FL) has
emerged. By training models locally at UEs and aggregating
trained models at a central server, FL is capable of avoiding
data leakage from UEs, thereby helping to preserve privacy
and security. However, the traditional FL framework heavily
relies on the single central server and may fall apart if such
a server behaves maliciously. To address this single point of the
potentially failure issue, this work proposes a blockchain aided
FL framework. The proposed framework can well prevent the
malicious UEs from poisoning the learning process, and further
provide a self-motivated and reliable learning environment for
UEs. In addition, we investigate the critical issues in the proposed
framework and provide experimental results to shed light on
possible solutions.
Index Terms—Federated Learning, Blockchain, Privacy and
Security
I. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless systems are envisaged to ensure low latency
and high reliable communications everywhere. To this end,
the on-device machine learning technology is a compelling
solution wherein each device equips with a high-quality ma-
chine learning model and is thereby capable of making own
decisions, even when it loses connectivity to the wireless
system. Since the data at each device is limited, the training of
on-device machine learning models always requires the data
exchange among user equipments (UEs) [1].
However, directly exchanging data among UEs may cause
serious risks in privacy leakage and information hijacking [2].
To reduce this risk, federated learning (FL) is proposed [3],
which is a new machine learning framework that trains an
AI model across multiple distributed edge devices or servers
holding local datasets. In details, FL allows to train machine
learning models locally at distributed UEs; after that, the
UEs share the parameters of the locally trained models to a
central server (i.e., the aggregator) where a global model is
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aggregated. Therefore, the UEs under the FL framework have
the capability to cooperatively learn a global model without
sacrificing their data privacy directly. Moreover, FL has been
applied to real-world applications, including health care and
autonomous driving [4].
Although FL shows its effectiveness in helping to preserve
privacy, it still endures several limitations. First, the training
process of FL heavily relies on the single central server, which
is vulnerable to malfunctions. This may incur an inaccurate
global model aggregation that distorts local model updates at
UEs. Second, the traditional FL framework is operated by
some voluntary UEs and there lacks an efficient incentive
mechanism to motivate the participation of UEs [5]. As a
result, the device with more data samples is less willing to
participate in the FL process to share their locally trained
models with other UEs with less data samples.
As a secure technology, blockchain has the capability to
tolerate single point failure with distributed consensus, and it
can further implement incentive mechanisms to encourage par-
ticipants to effectively contribute in the system [6]. Therefore,
blockchain can be introduced to FL to solve its limitations
mentioned above. In [6], a blockchained FL architecture was
developed to verify the uploaded parameters and it investigated
the related system performances, such as the learning delay
and the block generation rate. Moreover, work [7] proposed
a privacy-aware architecture that uses blockchain to enhance
the security when sharing parameters of machine learning
models with other UEs. However, these works have not clearly
clarified or fully addressed the incident issues, such as the
long learning delay and the impact of blockchain forking on
FL. Thus, in this work we introduce a new FL framework
called blockchain-aided FL (BC-FL) that uses blockchain to
replace the central server. In more detail, the proposed BC-
FL framework has the capability to overcome the single point
of failure problem and extends the range of its federation to
untrustworthy UEs in a public network thanks to a validation
process of the local training results on blockchain. Moreover,
by providing rewards proportional to the training sample sizes,
the proposed framework can promote the federation of more
devices with a larger number of training samples.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the potential risks in FL and the metrics to use
blockchain. In Section III, we describe the framework of BC-
FL in details, and investigate the new issues as well as cor-
responding solutions in Section IV. In Section V, we provide
related experimental results in BC-FL. Finally, conclusions are
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2drawn in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first introduce the potential risks in the
traditional FL network, and then elaborate the merits of the
blockchain that can reduce the risks.
A. Potential risks in FL
The traditional FL framework faces numerous computa-
tional and operational challenges. First, in the FL applications,
local clients are assumed to trust a single centralized aggre-
gator for the user selection and aggregation of local models
in a fair and impartial manner. However, such an assumption
can be highly misplaced since an aggregator can potentially
exhibit bias towards a few selected devices, thereby poisoning
the FL processes [8]. Second, the scope of FL is restricted
to applications orchestrated by the centralized aggregator in
the cloud. As a result, the resiliency of an aggregator depends
on the robustness of the cloud infrastructure. Owing to the
centralized nature of cloud systems, a failure in the aggregator
could collapse the entire FL network. Then, although local data
is not explicitly shared in the original format, it is still possible
for adversaries to reconstruct the raw data approximately, espe-
cially in the aggregation process. In particular, privacy leakage
may happen during model aggregating by outsider attacks.
Lastly, the existing design is vulnerable to the malicious clients
that upload poisoning models to attack the FL network. To
sum up, the aforementioned risks in traditional FL are listed
in Table I.
B. The rationale to use blockchain
Blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks,
that are linked using cryptography. Each block contains a
cryptographic hash of the previous block, a time-stamp, and
transaction data. Thanks to the advantages of blockchain, the
fundamental limitations of trust, resiliency, and accessibility
in FL can be largely alleviated by a new distributed learn-
ing paradigm that integrates FL and blockchain. Specifically,
blockchain can enhance FL from the following technical
aspects. First, the blockchain network provides a suitable place
for round delineation, selection, and model aggregation in a
fully decentralized manner. Powered by the underlying dis-
tributed consensus protocol, blockchain ensures transparency,
fairness, and impartiality to help FL build trust [9]. Second,
the blockchain automatically introduces fault tolerance by the
nature of peer-to-peer (P2P) network, which delivers resiliency
in computation, and improves the integrity of the whole sys-
tem. Lastly, the blockchain with a customized smart contract
(SC) can not only automate round delineation, selection, and
aggregation phases for multiple FL tasks simultaneously from
different sets of devices [10], but also motivate more clients
to participate in the ecosystem of model sharing by providing
rewards. Moreover, from a social standpoint, a lower entry
barrier for adopting FL can have far-reaching community-
centric benefits. Small-scale organizations can use existing
SCs on public blockchains to self-organize and leverage FL
process among their peers. In doing so, each organization in a
community can not only preserve their own data privacy but
also collaborate to address common challenges for the entire
community [11]. To sum up, the aforementioned three benefits
of blockchain are summarized in Table. I.
III. THE FRAMEWORK OF BC-FL
With the aid of blockchain, we aim to build up a secure and
reliable FL framework. To ensure this, the global model update
of FL is decentralized at each miner on blockchain, which is
robust against the malfunction of traditional aggregators. In
this article, we propose the blockchain-aided FL framework,
called BC-FL, to achieve a dynamic client selection in terms of
desired demands and capabilities and a distributed and trusted
learning aggregation process.
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed framework is composed of
three layers. In the network layer, the BC-FL network features
a decentralized P2P network that consists of task publishers,
training nodes and miners, wherein a learning mission is
first published by a task publisher, and then completed by
the cooperation of several training nodes and miners. In the
blockchain layer, each FL-related event, such as publishing a
task, broadcasting learning models, and aggregating learning
results, is tracked by blockchain. In the application layer, the
SC and FL are utilized to execute the FL-related events. Next,
we will detail the working flow and key components of the
proposed framework.
A. Working Flow
As shown in Fig. 2, the working flow of the proposed
framework operates in the following steps1:
• Step 1: Task publishing and node selection. A task
publisher broadcasts a FL task through deploying a SC
over the blockchain network. In the deployed SC, the task
publisher needs to deposit reward as financial incentives
to the learning task. The SC selects available training
nodes to participate in this learning task.
• Step 2: Local model update and upload. Each training
node runs its local training by using its own data samples
and broadcasts its local updates and the corresponding
processing information (e.g., computation time and local
data size) over the P2P network.
• Step 3: Model aggregation. Upon receiving the local
updates from training nodes before a preset time-stamp,
each miner updates the global model according to the
aggregating rule defined in the SC.
• Step 4: Block generation. Each miner starts mining until
either it finds the nonce or it receives a generated block
from other miners. The learning results are stored in the
block as well. When one miner generates a new block,
other miners verify the contents of this block (e.g., the
nonce, the state changed by SC, the transactions, and the
aggregated model).
• Step 5: Block propagation. If a block is verified by
the majority of miners, this block will be added on the
blockchain and accepted by the whole network.
1Mentioned here, more details will be given in Sec. III-C.
3TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF RISKS IN THE FL AND BENEFITS FROM BLOCKCHAIN
Risks in FL
• Single point of failure
• Privacy leakage during model aggregating from outside attackers
• Model poisoning brought by inside malicious clients
Benefits of Blockchain
• Decentralization: transparency and fairness
• P2P network: resilience
• Smart contracts: automation and participation encouragement
• Public blockchains: easy deployment and implementation
P2P Network 
Layer
Blockchain 
Layer
Application 
Layer
Smart Contract
Mining Process
New Block Accountant Book
AggregatorClient
Client
Federated Learning
Task 
Publisher
Miner
Training 
Node
Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed BC-FL system
• Step 6: Global model download and update. Each training
node downloads the aggregated model from one of its
associated miners and performs updates before the next
round of learning.
• Step 7: Reward allocation. The SC deployed by the task
publisher rewards the miners as well as the training
clients according to their contributions in the learning
task.
Before delving into each step, we elaborate on key designs
in BC-FL as follows.
B. Smart Contract Design
Smart contracts are self-executing contracts defining rules
for negotiating, verifying the fulfilment of rules and executing
the agreement using the formal code. The proposed BC-FL
framework relies on SC to enable trusted dynamic client
selections in terms of desired distributed learning services,
without relying on a centralized authority [12]. Moreover, BC-
FL enables all miners to verify the learning results that are
recorded on the blockchain, whereby distributed clients can be
incentivized to participate and untrusted learning models can
be detected. Based on the verification results, the reputation of
each distributed client can be automatically updated, making
the selection of learning nodes more reliable. In addition, the
design of SC in BC-FL also includes the aggregating rules,
and thus provides a fair and open rewarding feedback for
participating clients. The SC in BC-FL enables three main
functions as follows:
Function 1: Learning task publishing. A task publisher
broadcasts a FL task through SC to all users. The SC contains
the task requirements (e.g., the data size, training accuracy,
latency, etc.), the aggregating rules and rewards paid by the
task publisher.
Function 2: Dynamic bidding for requests and automatic
incentive. Distributed training nodes, acting as auctioneers,
bid for the task by replying their costs and capabilities. Note
that in order to enforce accountability, each training node has
to stake a deposit to the SC. The task replies from training
nodes are recorded on the blockchain by the SC. Then the
SC selects training nodes with more valuable replies (e.g.,
higher capability and lower cost) as the bid winners to jointly
execute the FL task. The training nodes that lose the bidding
will reclaim their deposits from the SC, while the deposits
made by winners will be automatically refunded if the learning
4Fig. 2. The working flow of BC-FL
results are verified to be trustworthy afterward.
Function 3: Learning results aggregation and rewards
feedback. Before generating a new block, each miner will
aggregate the uploaded models according to the aggregating
rule in SC, in which the contribution of each training node in
the aggregated model is also recorded in the newly generated
block. Then SC is automatically triggered to reward the miner
that helps aggregate the learning model and the training nodes
that contribute to the FL process.
C. BC-FL Design
The main purpose of BC-FL is to enable a trusted cooper-
ative machine learning among distributed nodes. The decen-
tralized accountability enables all miners to verify the quality
of uploaded models that are recorded on the blockchain.
In addition, distributed training nodes can be motivated to
participate in the FL process and misbehaving ones can be
recognized from providing low quality of FL services. The
key steps are illustrated as follows:
Local model update and upload: Training nodes are
bid winners with capable devices and available sets of data
samples. In each learning iteration, each training node updates
a local ML model in a parallel manner by using the global
model and its local data samples, and broadcasts its local
model in the network. This article considers that local updates
can be received by all miners through the gossip protocol [13]
over the P2P network. In this context, the aggregation process
in the traditional FL is decentralized to each miner that stores
the uploaded models in its model pool, respectively.
Model aggregation: After collecting the uploaded models
in the pool, each miner calculates the global model updates
according to the aggregating rule in SC. In the proposed
architecture, the miners are designed to aggregate the learning
parameters truthfully through a distributed ledger. Similar to
the prevailing block structure in [7], each block in a ledger
consists of the body and header parts. Concretely, the body
stores the local model updates, such as the local data size
and computing time of the associated training node and the
aggregated learning parameters. The header contains the in-
formation of a pointer to the previous block, block generation
rate, and the output value of the proof of work (PoW) in the
consensus protocol.
Model recording and publishing: The miners record the
the aggregated models in their block and publish the recorded
models by broadcasting the generated block to the whole
network. The blocks can be generated by using distributed
consensus protocols, such as PoW, proof of stake (PoS),
delegated PoS (DPoS), etc. [12]. In this article, we consider
5PoW due to its strong security over decentralized networks. In
particular, following the PoW, the miner randomly generates
a hash value by changing its input number, i.e., nonce, until
the generated value becomes smaller than a target value. This
article uses a synchronous schedule to ensure that all miner
start mining at the same time2. Once one miner succeeds in
finding the hash value, its candidate block is allowed to be
a new block. The block generation rate can be controlled by
the PoW difficulty. Then, the generated block is propagated
to all other miners. All the other miners need to verify the
nounce and the aggregated results contained in this block. For
example, miners can compare the aggregated results with the
one in the publishing block or use a public testing dataset
to justify the effectiveness of the uploaded models. If the
verification of this block is passed, other miners will accept
it as a legal block and mine on the block; otherwise, other
miners will discard the block and continue to mine on the
previous legal block.
Reward allocation: The task publisher provides learning
rewards for the participating training nodes, and its amount
can be proportional to the training data size. It is noted that
BC-FL can be further improved by using a reward mechanism,
which considers not only the size but also the quality of data
samples that affects the accuracy of FL. In this case, miners are
responsible to verify the trustworthiness of local updates after
aggregation, to address the situation that untruthful devices
may exaggerate their sample sizes with arbitrary local model
updates. Specifically, when miners calculate the rewards to
each training node, they can give scores/reputations to the
training nodes based on the model qualities. In the next
aggregation, nodes with low scores will be given less weights,
and identified and gradually ignored during the learning. In
practice, this can be guaranteed by Intel’s software guard
extensions, allowing applications to be operated within a
protected environment, which is utilized in the blockchain
technologies [14]. In addition, miners can also obtain rewards
from mining and aggregating models, which can be treated as
a gas tax in the traditional blockchain.
IV. UNIQUE ISSUES AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we describe three critical issues that the pro-
posed framework may confront with, namely multi-functional
node, cross verification, and forking, and their potential solu-
tions in Table II.
A. Multi-functional Miner
In BC-FL, the roles of miner and training node can be
merged as a multi-functional node that owns the capabilities
of mining and local learning, and the inherent issues are
discussed as follows:
• Computing resource allocation: Since the computation
resource is limited in each multi-functional node, each
one needs to appropriately allocate the resources for local
training and mining to complete the task. Specifically,
2Future work can be considered here that miners are running in an
asynchronous way.
more computing resources can be devoted to either faster
model update or block generation. To meet the specific
task requirements, such as learning difficulty, accuracy,
and delay, each node optimizes its allocation strategy to
maximize its reward under constraints of local capability.
Solution: According to the constraints, the computation
resource allocation can be formulated as an optimization
problem under the accurate mathematical model. In this
regard, we provide some preliminary results in Sec. V-B.
• Lazy nodes: As the verification is processed locally, a
lazy multi-functional node may not perform local learning
and directly copy uploaded parameters from other clients
to save its computing resource. As a result, the lazy node
can devote more mining resources to obtain more mining
rewards with a higher probability. However, this action
significantly degrades the network learning performance.
To investigate the effect of lazy nodes on the system
performance, we provide related experimental results in
Sec. V-C.
Solution: In the traditional FL network, copying learning
models from other nodes can be avoided by encryption.
For example, a scalable and lightweight elliptic curve
cryptography, proposed in [15], is capable of securing
model uploading under the limited resource constraint.
However, it is not trivial to realize this function in a
distributed aggregating process as the private key for
decryption is preserved locally for each node. Thus, to
alleviate this negative influence, incentive mechanisms
can be designed to discourage or penalize lazy nodes,
which may shed future research directions.
B. Cross Verification
In the traditional blockchain network, digital signature of the
miner is used to verify the transactions included in its gener-
ated block. However, the verification of BC-FL is composed
of two stages to verify not only uploaded parameters from
training nodes, but also the generated blocks from miners.
• Learning verification: A main limitation in the tradi-
tional FL is unable to guarantee the performance of
uploaded parameters. Low-quality parameters may de-
grade the system performance, resulting in unaffordable
convergence time. Thus, the traditional FL has a natural
disadvantage in resisting model poisoning attack. To
solve this, the proposed system should recognize these
improper behaviors by verifying the learning results from
training nodes.
Solution: A digital signature system. We develop a
signature system to address the learning verification from
outside and inside attackers. On the one hand, to prevent
outside attackers, public keys from chosen nodes are
broadcasted on the blockchain. Then, only chosen nodes
can send a transaction, including learning model updates,
on the blockchain with a legal signature (produced by
their private keys). In this way, outside attackers without
legal private keys cannot participate in this learning
process. On the other hand, some deposits from chosen
nodes are pledged to the SC. If the signature is valid,
6TABLE II
A SUMMARY OF ISSUES AND PROBABLE SOLUTIONS IN THE PROPOSED BC-FL FRAMEWORK
Issues Probable Solutions
Multi-functional Miner • Computing Resource Allocation• Lazy nodes
• Optimization needs accurate mathematical models
• Incentive mechanisms can be designed to discourage/penalize lazy
nodes
Cross Verification • Learning Verification• Mining Verification
• Digital Signature System: recognize malicious clients by verifying
learning results
• Reputation System: reduce verification delay of high-reputation miner
Forking • Training nodes process local learningusing different base learning models
• The highest reputation rule: store model from the highest miner
• The smallest ED rule: use ED to abandon other branches
the miner confirms that the uploaded model is from a
legal participant and puts the received model into the
local model pool. Then miners process their jobs (e.g.,
aggregating models and mining blocks) and feed the
aggregated-model results back to the training node, and
then report their verification results. If the verification
results are not satisfied, these nodes are remarked as
untrusted and their public keys are updated to invalid
status. In addition, the system will not refund the deposits
to the untrusted nodes. Therefore, the decentralized ac-
countability built into BC-FL can hold clients accountable
for releasing untrusted learning results while incentivizing
client for security verifications.
• Mining verification: In the traditional blockchain sys-
tem, majority vote can be a common way. However,
in the proposed framework, the system takes stringent
delay constraint into consideration. Thus, the mining
verification in BC-FL needs to guarantee a time-limited
authenticity of the generated block.
Solution: A reputation system. We use a reputation
system to record the previous behaviors of miners, and
a high-reputation miner can avoid complicated majority
vote for verification to reduce the time consuming. To
record the reputation, the following two methods are
provided. 1) Method based on verification results. Us-
ing blockchain technology, all operations are publicly
recorded. In this case, each participating miner can be
credibly evaluated according to the decentralized verifi-
cations for their previous mining records. For example,
consider that there are n new blocks that produced by
a same miner for m communication rounds. Let n/m
denote the reputation of the miner. The miner with a
larger value of n/m can obtain a higher reputation that
takes less time to verify. 2) Method based on reward
balances. The reward stacked in SCs for mining can also
be used to assess the reputation of each miner. Due to the
transparency of blockchain, the amount of staked rewards
t and the balance s over the past communication rounds
can be obtained. In particular, s/t indicates the reputation
of a miner, where a larger value of s/t means a higher
reputation.
C. Forking
Forking occurs occasionally in the blockchain making the
blockchain diverge into two potential paths forward, and
wastes computation resource in turn. In the proposed frame-
work, short-lived forks may be more common due to the lower
difficulty of reaching fast consensus to reduce the mining
delay. In BC-FL, forking may cause more serious situations
that misleads the nodes to train the learning model using a
different base model in some iterations and messes the learning
process. To avoid forking, the longest chain rule is applied
in the traditional blockchain, where the network abandons
the blocks that are not in the longest chain. In the proposed
framework, we put forth two tentative solutions to alleviate
the forking issue:
• The highest reputation rule: If one miner simultane-
ously receives two or more satisfied models from different
miners, an easy solution is to select the miner with the
highest reputation in the network.
• The smallest Euclidean distance (ED) rule: Suppose
that multiple forks occur in a mining round, each miner
can compare the parameter value of the global model
updates which computed locally and the one includes in
the published block of the last time stamp. For example,
the ED can be a tool to measure this difference. In
other words, each training node chooses a branch with
the smallest ED, which represents a higher probability
accepted by the majority vote. This is due to a fact that
the ED between neighboring iterations becomes smaller
as the network approaches convergence.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PROBABLE SOLUTIONS
In this section, we provide some experimental results to
show the issues in the multi-functional miner in the proposed
BC-FL system.
A. System setup
For each experiment, we first partition the original training
data into disjoint non i.i.d. training sets, and locally compute
stochastic gradient descend (SGD) updates on each dataset,
and then aggregate updates using an averaging method to train
a globally shared classifier. We evaluate the prototype on a
well-known classification dataset: MNIST, a digit classification
problem which distinguishes 10 digital number from 0 to
9, and the system fails to complete the classification if the
accuracy cannot exceed 10%. The provided dataset in MNIST
is divided into 60,000 training examples and 10,000 test
examples. In the following figures, we collect 20 runs for each
experiment and record the average results. For the blockchain
setup, we set the total computation resource T = 200 for each
training node, and the total number of nodes is set to 10. In
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Fig. 3. Learning performance of different total communication rounds under
different resource allocation ratios
each communication round, each node uses tB resources to
generate a block and tL resources to pursue a learning epoch,
where tB = 2 for all experiments. Let τ = tL/tB , and a larger
τ represents that the client needs to spare more computing
resources to learning in each communication round.
B. Investigation on the resource allocation
In this subsection, we mainly present the results for the
resource allocation, and the loss value and the test accuracy
of the learning with different ratios (τ ) are represented in the
following figures.
As can be found in Fig. 3, the system performances for
different ratios are investigated with the increasing number
of total communication rounds. In details, the loss value is
plotted in Fig. 3(a) while the changes of the testing accuracy
are expressed in Fig. 3(b). From the figure we can find that
there exists an optimal total communication round for each
computing difficulty. For example, the smallest loss value can
be obtained if clients end learning in 12 communication rounds
with 15 learning epochs in each round when τ = 1. Moreover,
for different computing difficulties, the optimal loss value
tends to be different. This is due to the fact that the optimal
number of local learning epoch is different with various τ . In
addition, similar trends can be found in the testing accuracy,
although some highest performances are obtained in different
total communication round. Mentioned here, this is a common
situation in machine learning that the correlation between the
loss value and testing accuracy may be not that consistent.
C. Investigation on the lazy nodes
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of lazy nodes
in the proposed framework. We use n to denote the number
of lazy nodes which copies one of the uploaded parameters
from other training nodes in each round randomly. As can be
found in Fig. 4, the variation trends with different number
of lazy nodes are plotted. Similar with Fig. 3, there also
exists an optimal total communication round when lazy nodes
participant the learning. In addition, the system will obtain a
worse learning performance (e.g., a higher loss value and lower
testing accuracy) when involving more lazy clients. This may
because that the system will have insufficient training samples
as these lazy nodes are not contributing to the learning results,
and lead to insufficient learning.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have reviewed the weakness of FL and
further proposed an new FL architecture based on blockchain,
called BC-FL. We then showed the effectiveness that the BC-
FL can well addressed the potential issues, especially the
single point of failure issue, existing in the traditional FL
system. In addition, we investigated the rising new issues
in BC-FL including multi-functional miner, cross verification
and forking, brought by the blockchain. Lastly, we have also
provided some possible solutions and experimental results to
solve these issues, which provide guidelines to the design of
the BC-FL framework.
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